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New guidelines are being drafted for startups in the field of tourism by Iran’s Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization.
It defines a transparent legal framework for activities of online
firms and startups active in the field, local news website Peivast
reported.
Vali Teymouri, a deputy with ICHHTO says that the measure will
help curb bureaucracy for startups and create a legal framework
within which such firms can expand operations.
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Nargesi
Nargesi is the Iranian spinach omelette.
It is a great meal containing most of the
minerals and vitamins that body needs.
Nargesi or spinach omelette contains high
amounts of vitamin A and vitamin C.
Ingredients:
■ 2 Bunches Spinach
■ 1 Large Egg
■ 1 Small Onion
■ 2 Garlic Cloves
■ Salt, Turmeric, Curry Powder, Black
Pepper Powder
■ 2 Tbsp vegetable Oil

Eynali Mountain
A Favorite Site in Tabriz
ynali is a small mountain range to the north
of the city of Tabriz, in the northwestern
province of East Azarbaijan. The range has
a couple of peaks including Eynali, Halileh, PakehChin, Bahlul with Dand being the highest. It has red
soil and can be seen from everywhere in Tabriz.
There is a tomb at the top of the mountain believed
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to house the graves of two clerics after whom the
mountain is named. Nowadays, many residents of
Tabriz hike on the mountain to the shrine as a daily
sport activity. In the early 2000s, like many other
mountains in the vicinity of big cities, a memorial site
was established for eight unknown martyrs on top
of Eynali Mountain. The mountain is also used by

telecommunication companies and TV stations as
relay site. Tabriz City Council also intends to establish an artificial forest at the slopes of Eynali as the
northern green belt of this metropolis. According to
the Cambridge History of Iran, Tabriz was founded
during the early Sassanid rule in the third or fourth
century CE. Current excavations at the Blue Mosque
site may lead to new theories about the early history
of Tabriz. Between 1585 and 1603 CE, Tabriz was
occupied by the Ottomans, but was returned to the
Safavid rulers, following which it grew to become a
major commercial center, conducting trade with the
Ottoman Empire, Russia, Central Asia and India. In
1724, the city was again occupied by the Ottomans
and retaken by the Iranian Army. The city was held
by the Russians in 1826 after a series of battles but
the Iranian Army retook Tabriz in 1828.

Directions:
Fry the diced onions in a frying pan with 2
tbsp vegetable oil until translucent. Mash
2 garlic cloves into the pan, stir and continue frying. Cook the minced spinach (in
a microwave). Allow the spinach to cool
down for few minutes. Squeeze the liquid
out of the spinach. Add the spinach to the
pan, and stir. Add salt, black pepper powder, curry powder and turmeric to the pan
and stir thoroughly until well mixed. Crack
a large egg into the pan and start stirring
immediately. Continue frying for two more
minutes.

Pleasant Warmth

Korsi: for Family Gathering
ot a long time
ago, Korsi was
found in nearly
all Iranian houses during
cold seasons. With the
change of lifestyle, Korsi
is not a houseware anymore these days. In modern houses, television set
is a counterfeit replacement for this lovely piece
of furniture as they both
gather people around.
However, there is a distinct difference between
Korsi, which gather family members together
to socialize and TV set,
which fully and destructively
attracts
family
members’ attention and
stop them from interacting with each other. It is
a 50 centimeter high
our-legged
table
with a heater un-
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derneath it, and blankets
and comforters thrown
around it. They decorate
it with a piece of jajim or
kilim. Some cushions and
poshti (a kind of cushion
lean against the wall) are
put around Korsi. In the
past, the heating source
was a fire pan in which,
the coals are put when
fired. Families with lower
income made a hole beneath Korsi and put the
coals in
t h a t .
They

used the fire as the stove
for making dishes like Abgusht as well. However
Korsi was not a mere
heater in Persian culture. Its pleasant warmth,
brought all the family together. They ate winter
goodies and listened to
each other. During nights,
grandparents told stories
and narrations while all
families sat at Korsi.
Korsi

still can be an item of furniture in modern houses,
which creates a cozy
place for family gathering. In Japan, they
design new models for kotatsu, a
kind of traditional
Japanese table
similar to Korsi.
Since
many
buildings
in
Japan
lack

insulation and rooms
are heated separately,
kotatsu acts as a handy
centralized heat source
when it’s chilly. Korsi and
kotatsu are the means
for family gatherings and
face to face talks, invaluable connections, which
are important regardless
of time and place. We can
be proud of some parts of
past time in mus e -

ums but some parts are
our heritage, which is
useful today. Bring back
charm of past, with what
we inherited
from
our
wise ancestor to
our life.

10% increase in
Number of Inbound

Tourists to East
Azarbaijan Prov.
irector General of the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and
Tourism Department of East
Azerbaijan says number of foreign
tourists visiting the province since
start of current Iranian year (starts
in March 21) has increased by 10%
compared to the figure in the same
period last year.
“According to the latest statistics, the
number of foreign tourists entering
the East Azerbaijan since start of this
year has been more than 493,000,
which is shows significant increase
compared to the figure registered in
the corresponding period in the previous years,” Morteza Abdar said.
He also reported an increase of 22
percent in the number of domestic
tourists to East Azerbaijan this year,
saying, ‘In this area, we have witnessed the presence of 4,500,000
domestic tourists.”
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